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In our times, it is not hard to find someone arguing that Christianity is to be blamed for

starting “holy wars” for unjust  reasons.  Some use this  argument to  tarnish  the image of the

Church, while others use it as an argument against organized religion as a whole. In this paper,

we will  explore  the  historical  events  surrounding the  beginning of  the First  Crusade,  as  an

example of such “holy wars,” in order to demonstrate that the intention of it was one of self-

defense, not one of being power-hungry barbarians.

To find comments that somehow imply that Catholicism is to blame for the brutal loss of

millions upon millions of lives, we can simply turn on the television, open the newspaper, or

browse the Internet. There are even movies, such as Kingdom of Heaven, which tend to present

“holy wars” in such a light that seems to say “organized religion leads to this in the end; being

irreligious (or a relativist) is the right way.” In our times, with terrorism, “jihad,” and the like,

these arguments seem to be focused on the Crusades in particular. As an example of the way that

the  Church  is  viewed  in  light  of  the  Crusades,  Philip  Jenkins,  a  professor  of  History and

Religious Studies at Pennsylvania State University, says we are told that “the Catholic Church in

western Europe suddenly decided to launch a war of aggression against the Muslim nations of the

Middle East. Preaching hatred and extermination against all  other faiths, the Church inspired

Europeans to attack and invade the Levant, slaughtering countless Jews and Muslims in a racial

war that foreshadowed both the worst features of European colonialism and the Holocaust of the

1940's.”1 Jenkins supplies another example in his book when he quotes a film director who is

accused  of  filming  an  anti-Catholic  show,  his  response  is:  “any institution  that  backed  the

Inquisition, the Crusades, and the Roman position on the Holocaust deserves to be the butt of a

1 Philip Jenkins, The New Anti-Catholicism: The Last Acceptable Prejudice. (New York: Oxford University Press,
2003), 183.
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couple  of  jokes.”2 From  this  comment,  Jenkins  rightfully  asserts  that  the  accusations  are

“powerfully evocative,” in that people who hear them are bound to conclude that it  is “very

damning” for “any group [that] might share guilt for these acts.”3

In another instance of misunderstanding of these historical events, we find former President

Bill  Clinton.  Shortly  after  September  11th,  2001,  Clinton  gave  a  speech  at  Georgetown

University in which, according to one scholar of the Middle Ages, “he clearly wanted so much to

blame the US for unrest in the Middle East that he was willing to reach back to the Crusades,

several centuries before America was discovered.”4 In his speech, Clinton asserted that “those of

us from various European lineages are not blameless,” implying that  “the crimes of Western

Christians  must  be  partially blamed for modern carnage in  the Middle East.  Ultimately, we

started it – or rather, the Catholic Church started it.”5 

With such examples so readily at hand, one can see that there is a need for more genuine

scholarship. In the realm of the Crusades, Matthew Arnold claims that the majority of these types

of historical references are based on revisionists of the Enlightenment period, trying to deface the

Church which they were so opposed to in their time. He says that the only works which portray

its history accurately are those that are serious, and scholarly, works of history and those of more

recent time.

The first thing that one should learn about the Crusades is the time in which they grew out

of. It seems a common fallacy in discussing the Crusades to assume that the government and

peaceful divisions of land (i.e., most countries have their land and are not out conquering other

territories)  that  are  present  today have always been so.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  in  those  times,
2 Jenkins, 2.
3 Jenkins, 2.
4 Matthew Arnold, Fire & Sword: Crusade, Inquisition, Reformation. (West Covina, CA: Saint Joseph

Communications, 2002), CD 1: Track 5.
5 Jenkins, 184.
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boundaries were still very unstable and kingdoms seemed to be constantly defending themselves

from attempts at conquering by neighboring kingdoms who wanted to expand their empires. So,

war over land was a very common practice in this time period; it was not something out of the

ordinary that only happened occasionally.

Also in the background of these events is the fact that on and off from around the middle of

the  first  millennium  to the early second millennium,  the  Christian  Church had seen various

schisms occur between the Eastern and Western Christians. Most of the disputes do not  really

seem to be about Church doctrine, but it was what was cited for the various schisms that occurred

in  this  time.  In  some cases  there  were  disputes  on  doctrine,  but  they were  on  very acute

theological subjects which were usually resolved after some time and steam had passed.

For example, the Christian Church believes that there is  one God, who  is three Persons:

Father,  Son,  and Holy Spirit.  In order to clarify its  position (and prevent  future heresy), the

western Church clarified the belief  in  procession (basically, Who came from Whom) of the

Trinity. It had been what the Church had hitherto held and taught, but like in most cases in these

circumstances (preventing heresy), the clarification makes its way into an official declaration of a

council, or into Church doctrine, etc. This particular declaration ruffled the feathers of people

throughout Christianity, including some in Rome.6 

It seems to be squabbles over things like this, and what type of bread to use during Mass,

etc.,  that  were used as  technicalities  to  cover  up  real  reasons  for  schism.  The real  reasons,

according to H.W. Crocker, were “linguistic, cultural, and political; Greek versus Latin; Eastern

nationalism  versus  Western  Christendom;  Constantinople's  prideful  ambition  versus  Rome's

6 cf. H.W. Crocker III, Triumph: The Power and the Glory of the Catholic Church. (New York: H.W. Crocker,
2001), 115.
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proud lineage; Caesaropapism versus the pope himself.”7 In any case, these schisms were real

and served for much animosity between the two poles of Christianity. Usually, the break between

the  two  would  constitute  that  the  East  no  longer  recognized  the  authority  of  the  pope.

Consequently, Rome was constantly seeking reconciliation with Byzantium. 

During these schisms happening between the East and West, there was another religious

force  growing in  the  Middle  East.  It  would  be  this  group  that  would  be  the  instigator  of

communication between the East and West, even if it only lasted, again, for a short while.

In the early 7th century, an Arabic man named Mohammed began preaching what would be

seen by Christians of that time as a new heresy. Mohammed claimed to have received his new

beliefs from the lips of an angel.8 According to the Christian belief, “even if we, or an angel from

heaven, should preach to you a gospel contrary to that which we preached to you, let him be

accursed.”9 So, the view of the Christian Church towards this new belief was, of course, one of

heresy – something that the Church has had to fight from its very beginning to our own times.

Mohammed and his followers began to spread this new religion with “force and zeal” to the

pagan Arabs.10 This  new religion  freed one  from the  “constraints”  of  doctrine  (such  as  the

Trinity) and mysteries (such as  the Eucharist)  which provided a simplification  of religion, a

religion  that  could  be  easily  taken  in  by  the  masses.  It  attempted  to  provide  the  same

simplification to politics  by “[getting] rid of the burden of debt,  the shame and suffering of

slavery, the toils of an elaborate legal system and the lawyers who battened on it.”11 

Islam had continued to spread through force, conquering more and more, and gaining many

lands which had been Christian for centuries.  But, it  was the same simplification that Islam
7 Crocker, 135.
8 Arnold, CD 1: Track 7.
9 Gal 1:8 RSV:CE (Revised Standard Version: Catholic Edition)
10 Hillaire Belloc, The Crusades: The World's Debate. (Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing, 1937), 13.
11 Belloc, 13.
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promised that began to bring its downfall. In politics, it gave no sense of unity and there were

constant wars between commanders who would make alliances which “dissolved almost as soon

as made” and even seemed as if it were going to break into anarchy.12

For a time, it seemed as if the Christians would be able to regain their territories, but, then,

as Hillaire  Belloc writes,  came a fatal  thing: the introduction of Islam to the Mongols.  The

Mongols are notorious throughout history for their fierceness in war and had even made their

way into Europe centuries before being introduced to the Islamic faith, which was already being

actively spread through force. This deadly mixture, Belloc says, is the “prime business which led

at last to the Crusades: the Mongol, the Turk.”13

From the time of Mohammed to the beginning of the Crusades and beyond,14 Christian lands

were under conquest by the Muslims. There were about four centuries of Muslim invasions and

attacks on Christian occupied lands before the Crusades began. The Muslims had conquered and

controlled over two-thirds of Christian lands like Palestine, Egypt, Syria, North Africa, Spain,

attempts at France, and Asia Minor (Turkey), which had been Christian since the time of St. Paul

in the 1st century. From our perspective, this can seem like an abstract and unimportant piece of

history, but – to try to bring this home to us – Matthew Arnold compares this to having major

terrorist attacks, like September 11th, 2001, happen “in one American city after another, for a

hundred years; followed by thousands upon thousands of occupying troops, until two-thirds of

the United States was in the hands of Muslim extremists.”15 With such imagery, one can see the

patriotism that the United States is famed for flaring up with people willing to give their lives to

protect the people and lands that they love. And so it was with the Crusaders.
12 Belloc, 15.
13 Belloc, 16.
14 Jenkins argues that it was “not until the twentieth century [that] Muslim rule ended in most of the predominantly

Christian lands of southeast Europe.” 184.
15 Arnold, CD 1: Track 9.
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The Christian area that had been receiving the majority of the attacks were the Christians of

the East, in Byzantium. They had been warring with the attacking Muslims for some time, with

some success, until a pivotal battle at Manzikert. In 1071, the Roman Emperor was Romanus

Diogenes, who was known for being a great soldier. But, in going out against the Turks, he made

a defensive error which cost him his freedom, the loyalty of some, and lives of many. Because of

this loss in battle at Manzikert, the rest of Asia Minor, including Constantinople, was now open

to “a swirling tide of Mongol barbarians.”16

This swirling tide of Turks left open at Manzikert soon found its way to Constantinople. It

was under Emperor Alexius I Comnenus that Byzantium was in worsening conditions under the

attacks of the Muslim invaders. Alexius could no longer see holding them off on his own and, in

March of 1095,17 sent ambassadors to the council of Piacenza who told the pope, Urban II, of

“the sufferings of the Christians of the east.”18 Pope Urban, who had been working on reunion

with the East since the beginning of his pontificate, listened to their struggles and would, later on

that year, send out the message for help to Christians in the West.

At the council of Clermont on November 18, 1095, the bishops and abbots were meeting

with Pope Urban to deal with some issues that were present at the time, such as “the new details

of ecclesiastical discipline.”19 The pope did not mention, on any of the first nine days, the plea for

help asked for from the ambassadors of Byzantium. On the 10th day of the council, Pope Urban

preached, not to the bishops and abbots, but “to the huge crowds of knights, adventurers, and

merchants, pilgrims and wandering folk, who filled the streets of Clermont.”20 The response of

16 Belloc, 23.
17 J.N.D. Kelly, The Oxford Dictionary of Popes. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986), 159.
18 Peter Charanis, “Aims of the Medieval Crusades and how they were viewed by Byzantium,” Church History 21

(June 1952): 127.
19 Belloc, 26.
20 Belloc, 26.
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the crowd is well known to those who are familiar with the Crusades: “God wills it!”

In this speech, Pope Urban (and the Catholic Church) is usually criticized for his giving an

indulgence for the remission of sins for joining the Crusades. Some seem to take this indulgence

in the wrong way, especially if they do not understand the theology behind indulgences. While

we cannot venture into the theology, the following excerpt from the speech, read thoughtfully,

should suffice: “Whoever for the purpose of devotion alone, and not for the purpose of gaining

honors and wealth, shall set out for the liberation of the Church of God at Jerusalem, that journey

will be reckoned in place of penance.”21

Initially, the response to Pope Urban's call was not very good. Several unofficial people, like

Peter the Hermit, started their own Crusade, known by some as the “People's Crusade,” but not

really part of the Crusade itself. This effort by Peter, and the like, brings a bad image to the

Crusaders by the offenses that they committed in the name of the Crusades, but they went off “to

die  well-merited deaths” and,  besides,  “in  the military story of the Crusades,  they count for

nothing.”22 It should also be noted, by the above referenced excerpt from Pope Urban's speech,

that the indulgences would not apply to people who abused it (i.e. not out "of devotion alone”).

Some time after the followers of Peter the Hermit left on their “crusade,” the real Crusade

began under Duke Godfrey of Bouillon,  Raymond of Toulouse,  Bohemond the Norman, and

Bishop Adhemar of Le Puy. It is under these men that the true Crusaders, men who left their

homes and livelihood, perhaps even to the point of going bankrupt, marched on to reclaim the

lands from their Christian heritage that had been conquered. Lands – and people – which were

thoroughly Christian, were being conquered by Mongolian Turks. It was the defense of these

Crusaders that attempted to bring these people back to safety and lands back to the people who

21 Arnold, CD 1: Track 9.
22 Belloc, 28.
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had lived there for so long.

In  doing  historical  research  on  the  Crusades,  scholars  have  found  that  even  the  term

“Crusade” is a modern term for the task that they were carrying out – not one used by the men at

the time.23 They considered themselves to be performing a righteous duty, an act of mercy for the

people for which they were giving their lives. This is confirmed in the “mountain of evidence in

the form of charters, letters,  and so on,  where the Crusaders quite explicitly expressed their

sentiments of piety, self-sacrifice, and love for God.”24 But, again, starting in the Enlightenment

period, these “voluminous pieces of objective evidence are routinely dismissed as so much pious

rhetoric covering the  true motives: greed and lust for power.”25 In these actions, the Crusaders

believed to be living out a teaching that Jesus had given them: “Greater love has no man than

this, that a man lay down his life for his friends,”26 by giving their lives for the those under rule

and attack of the Muslims. 

Had  the  decision  not  been  made  to  defend  Christianity  and  its  lands  which  had  been

predominantly Christian for so many centuries,  the Muslims would have taken Christendom.

“But for the Crusade[,] Constantinople would have fallen; all Europe would have been involved

– but under that stimulus the West moved. Gaul and the Rhine, Normandy, Flanders, Aquitaine,

Lorraine armed, faced east, and went forward.”27

Searching through the historical events, one finds that comments and arguments made so

often by those in the media are terribly misrepresentative of the actual events. Comments, like

those  made by former President  Clinton,  are  gross misunderstandings of  how the  events  in

history actually played out. The idea that the Christian West, specifically the Catholic Church, is
23 Arnold, CD 1: Track 6.
24 Arnold, CD 1: Track 6.
25 Arnold, CD 1: Track 6.
26 John 15:13 RSV:CE
27 Belloc, 23.
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responsible for modern terrorism is an atrocious assertion, and one that does not hold any weight

in history.

Hopefully,  with  serious  and  sincere  scholarship  more  people  will  become  increasingly

aware of the actual events that led up to the First Crusade, instead of misconstruing it as an

example of why the “Church is wrong” or why “organized religion is a bad idea.”
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